
The shift from chemistry-driven to biology-
driven drug discovery was triggered by the
realisation that a better understanding of

the genetic basis of diseases would ultimately lead
to more efficient drugs. It was assumed that the
sequencing of the human genome would eventual-
ly result in a wealth of new drug targets and sub-
sequently also lead to more efficient and safer
drugs. Genetic methods have indeed been used
extensively for the identification and characterisa-
tion of potential novel drug targets, but it soon
became apparent that the information provided by
the genome is not sufficient to assess the suitabili-
ty of a target for pharmacological intervention. 

As the main executors of biological function,
proteins have been estimated to be magnitudes
greater in number, dynamics and complexity than
genes. They thus generate the basis for the func-
tional diversity in living systems and at the same
time provide the classical molecular target for drug
intervention. Indeed, more than 95% of the 500
drugs in the market today target proteins1, where-
as many of the small number of drugs that target
DNA are toxic due to lack of specificity2. For
RNA-based drugs, so far there is only one anti-

sense drug in the market targeting cytomegalovirus
infections of the eye3. 

In a recent study, the total cost and time of devel-
oping a drug has been estimated to about $880 mil-
lion and 14.7 years, respectively4. The early phase
of this process, including target identification and
validation, has the highest attrition rates and repre-
sents almost half of the total costs to bring a drug
to market. Further decreasing time and increasing
the predictability of this early phase will drastically
reduce costs and improve the success rate of the
overall drug development process. This article will
discuss the impact of functional proteomics in opti-
mising this early phase and will focus on emerging
functional proteomics technologies. 

Defining functional proteomics
The urgent need to assign function to novel protein
sequences coupled with the recent hype about pro-
teomics has led to the frequent misuse of the term
‘functional proteomics’. Blackstock and Weir sug-
gested subdividing the proteomics domain into dif-
ferent categories that are typically associated with
a particular set of technologies used5: 
1. Expression proteomics is mainly concerned with
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the analysis of changes in protein expression levels
in different cellular situations (eg normal vs dis-
eased) or subcellular localisations by the use of 2D-
PAGE, mass spectrometry and protein arrays. 
2. Cell map or interaction proteomics involves the
determination of protein-protein interactions and
the description of protein networks, using yeast 2-
hybrid techniques, interaction mapping and affini-
ty capture combined with mass spectrometry as
typical tools. 3. Structural proteomics uses NMR,
x-ray crystallography as well as homology and
molecular modelling to determine or predict the
three-dimensional structure of proteins. 

However, these approaches only provide cir-
cumstantial evidence or hints of association of a
protein to a physiological state or biological path-
way. Only technologies that are typically associat-
ed with functional proteomics such as chemical
genetics, analog-sensitive enzyme alleles, the use
of blocking antibodies or aptamers and other loss-
of-function approaches like chromophore-assisted
laser inactivation (CALI) provide a direct link to
the protein’s role in the physiology of the cell or
organism. Protein function cannot be determined
by examination of the individual components of a
cell but most be assessed in the context of individ-
ual cell type, localisation and interaction part-
ners6. Thus, functional proteomics takes advan-
tage of the systematic perturbation or functional
inactivation of a protein within its physiological
environment to address the potential role of the
target protein in a cellular process, akin to gene
disruption to elucidate the function of a gene7.
The parallel evaluation of protein function at the
cellular and molecular level allows efficient deci-
sion-making for target validation and lead discov-
ery. Selecting the right therapeutic strategy at an
early stage of the drug discovery process will sig-
nificantly save time, reduce costs and improve the
success rate of drug development.

The right drug for the right target
The key to the development of a therapeutic strat-
egy is to understand how the pathway from gene to
phenotype is modulated at the molecular level and
how this modulation results in particular pheno-
typic consequences8. A gene can be transcribed or
differentially spliced into several mRNAs that are
subsequently translated into proteins. In addition,
proteins may in turn be post-translationally modi-
fied, leading to multiple forms that may have dis-
tinct functional roles. This explains how function-
al complexity can be created from a relatively few
number of coding elements. Different stages in the
pathway from DNA to RNA to protein can be

basis for the development of therapeutics.
However, a particular therapeutic approach
requires an accompanying target validation strate-
gy that should introduce a perturbation at the same
level as the final drug. In other words, the type of
target molecule (DNA, RNA or protein) eventual-
ly to be modified by the drug dictates the appro-
priate technology for determining the physiological
role of the target. For example, if a mRNA is pre-
maturely degraded or blocked by antisense or
RNAi approaches, the protein(s) encoded will not
be produced. This will lead to subsequent inhibi-
tion of multiple biological functions and result in a
certain phenotype. Nevertheless, if in this case the
resulting cellular phenotype is the desired effect of
the drug, an antisense drug would be appropriate.
However, if the desired effect of a novel drug is the
molecular modulation or inactivation of a protein,
it will be necessary to validate the target’s function
at the protein level and not at the mRNA level.
With complex targets such as proteins that have
multiple structural and functional domains, target-
ing the appropriate molecule down to the specific
functional epitope will substantially improve a
drug lead’s success rate.

Forward and reverse approaches 
Genetics has been the classical approach in deter-
mining gene function and has been used to extrap-
olate protein function and the understanding of
the molecular basis of disease9. However, genetics
may be limited because they do not provide rele-
vant pharmacological information on the target.
The modifications at the gene level in most
instances do not reflect how a drug will work by
direct modulation of the protein product.
Nevertheless, the principles of genetics can be
adapted to protein-based methods for modulating
protein function and can also be applied in for-
ward or reverse approaches.

Similar to the classical forward genetic
approach, the starting point of a forward ‘pro-
teinetic’ approach is the identification or induc-
tion of a biological phenotype of interest and the
subsequent deconvolution of the proteins that
were modulated leading to the change in pheno-
type. One advantage of this method is that no
prior knowledge of a target is needed – it is only
driven by the selection of the appropriate dis-
ease-relevant biological assays and the ‘hits’
screened as indicated by change in response.
Furthermore, mutagenesis methods are not
needed and maintenance of mutant lines that can
be unstable is not required.

In analogy to reverse genetics, whereby candi-
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date genes are directly mutated and the biological
consequence scored, in a reverse ‘proteinetics’
approach, molecules can be selected for binding to
pre-characterised targets hypothesised to play a
role in a particular disease of interest. These
binders are then tested with the appropriate bio-
logical assays to determine whether the binder can
modulate the protein target. Such an approach is
useful towards validating protein targets identified
from first generation genomics and proteomics
technologies such as differential display, protein-
protein interactions and in silico predictions. These
methods have already provided a deluge of candi-
date proteins – using reverse approaches each one
of these putative target proteins can be validated
through determination of its causative role in a dis-
ease phenotype.

Chemical genetics
Instead of genetic mutations, the concept of
chemical genetics is based on the use of small
molecules to modulate protein function rapidly
and conditionally and thus elucidate their biolog-
ical function10. Chemical genetics applied in a
forward approach involves phenotypic screens of
structurally diverse and complex small molecule
libraries that can provide individual probes of
biological function as well as information about
interaction properties of small molecules with
biological systems. Phenotypic screens have been
used in the past to identify active compounds but
have regained popularity with the emergence of
chemical genetics. The difference today is that
proteomics technologies are being used to deter-
mine the actual molecular target of the active

Figure 1
Identification of direct kinase
substrates via the analog
sensitive kinase alleles (ASKA)
approach. First, the ASKA
version of a kinase of interest
is generated (in this example,
Src). Purified recombinant
ASKA Src is used to label
substrates directly from either
a cell or tissue lysate.The
kinase reaction is done in the
presence of g-32P labelled ATP
analog that is accepted only by
the ASKA and not by other
kinases in the lysate; therefore,
only the direct Src substrates
are radiolabelled.After
separation by one-dimensional
or two-dimensional gel
electrophoresis, radiolabelled
proteins are detected by
autoradiography, excised from
the gel, and identified by mass
spectrometry. (Reprinted from
Drug Discovery Today 2002,
Vol 7, pp 872-879, Shokat K
and Velleca M, ‘Novel chemical
genetic approaches’ with kind
permission from Elsevier)
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compounds. The critical components in this
approach are the relevance and robustness of the
phenotypic screens and the diversity of the probe
molecules. Forward chemical genetics has led to
the identification of several interesting molecules
in phenotypic screens of small model organisms
and cell-based assays11. In addition, chemical
genetics has been successfully used in a reverse
approach by direct screening of small molecules
that bind to a putative target of interest. These
molecules are then tested for biological activity in
appropriate cell-based assay systems. The major
selling point of both forward and reverse
approaches is that once the target has been vali-
dated it comes with a potential small molecule
lead compound12.

However, one of the current limitations of chemical
genetics is the low diversity of small molecule libraries
compared to biological libraries of antibodies or
aptamers. A diversity-oriented organic synthesis
(DOS) approach to specifically address this limitation
and make new chemical libraries more suitable for
forward chemical genetic screens has recently been
described13. Infinity Pharmaceuticals is one of the
pioneers which has made significant progress in this
matter through a facile approach using high-capacity
macrobeads as single microreactors. Another limita-
tion of the forward chemical genetics approach is the
difficulty in determining the target of the active mole-
cule, which provides a hit from the phenotypic screen.
It is not only technically rather challenging to use
small molecules for affinity purification methods, but
they also have a tendency to bind to multiple proteins
making it difficult to draw conclusions as to their
molecular specificity. However, new methods using
small molecules to isolate their corresponding targets
are currently being developed14.

Analog-sensitive enzyme alleles
(ASEA)
An emerging powerful method of rational chemical
genetics that is primarily applicable for reverse
approaches is the use of orthogonal chemical
genetics and more specifically of analog-sensitive
enzyme alleles15. The concept is based on the
premise that a modification of a small molecule lig-
and accompanied by the complementary modifica-
tion of the target protein will facilitate a specific
interaction between the ligand and receptor. The
modified small molecule cannot interact with its
natural protein target (it is ‘orthogonal’) and
preferably any other target protein in the cell,
whereas the target receptor protein is engineered to
accept the newly modified compound but retains
its normal physiological functions. Hwang and

Miller16 pioneered the concept of ASEA with their
studies on the GTP-depended elongation factor Tu. 

Protein kinases represent about 2% of all human
genes and are in involved in the regulation of virtu-
ally all cellular processes and hence many disease
mechanisms. Kinases are particularly amenable for
ASEA approaches since they do not require individ-
ual chemistries and structural engineering for each
protein of interest. A panel of analog-sensitive
kinase alleles (ASKA) was developed by creating a
subtle but unique structural distinction in the cat-
alytic domain of one kinase that distinguishes it
from all other kinases (Figure 1). The additional
creation of a wide variety of inhibitor scaffolds for
kinase alleles leads to an approach that can system-
atically probe the physiological roles of the more
than 500 individual members within the kinase
superfamily17. Indeed, a new class of triphosphate
substrate analogs for highly divergent analog-sensi-
tive kinase alleles has been developed and is expect-
ed to be applicable across the entire kinase super-
family18. Furthermore, the concept of ASEA is not
limited to kinases but has also been applied to other
enzyme families such as methyltransferases19. 

Another convincing demonstration of the poten-
tial of the ASEA approach is its application in
defining the specific role of myosin-1c among all
40 different myosins in the adaptation of sensory
hair cells20. An exciting further development of
ASEA would be the introduction of mutant alleles
into an animal model to determine the in vivo role
of the target protein upon addition of the small
molecule analog. The combination of ASEA with
different approaches such as gene and protein
expression profiling will lead to a better under-
standing of how a drug modulates its target and
the evaluation of its impact on the whole physiolo-
gy of the organism, eventually resulting in a better
appreciation of drug toxicity. However, only a lim-
ited number of functional domains with catalytic
activity might be amenable for manipulation by
ASEA and other functional domains might simply
not be accessible to small molecule analogs. 

Chromophore-assisted laser
inactivation (CALI)
Although ASEA-based approaches as exploited by
Cellular Genomics, Inc will undoubtedly have a
substantial impact on drug discovery, today small
molecule modulators are available only for a few
protein families that all relate to existing drug tar-
gets. Antibodies provide an efficient alternative
way to acquire specific protein binders, but the
success rate of obtaining neutralising antibodies
that block protein function is unsatisfactory low.
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Figure 2
Simultaneous identification and
functional validation of novel
disease relevant drug targets
via Xstream. In this approach
antibodies are selected from
human naïve single chain
antibody phage display libraries
against surface proteins of
cells representing a particular
phenotype, eg a diseased state.
The antibodies are then
systematically screened for
their ability to mediate the
inhibition of a disease relevant
biological function via
chromophore-assisted laser
inactivation (CALI), thus
converting the diseased
phenotype back to normal.
Once a functional hit is
generated, indicating that the
corresponding antibody has
enabled the inactivation of a
target protein essential for the
diseased phenotype, the
antibody is used to
immunoprecipitate its cognate
target antigen.After separation
of the immuncomplexes by
one-dimensional gel
electrophoresis the isolated
protein is identified via mass
spectrometric analysis.The
identified protein represents a
functionally validated target in
the disease indication for
which the cell type and the
functional assay used is
pertinent
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Thus, a technology that could add a neutralising
activity to the high specificity and affinity of mod-
ern recombinant antibodies would make a valuable
addition to the tool kit of functional proteomics. 

Chromophore-assisted laser inactivation or CALI
is such a technology that takes advantage of highly
specific recombinant antibodies and converts these
antibodies with high probability into a blocking
agent21. To perform CALI, an antibody that binds
to the target protein of interest is labelled with a
chromophore of particular characteristics, which
make it suitable for the CALI process. When irradi-
ated with light of an appropriate wavelength, the
dye moieties are excited and generate highly reac-
tive oxygen species. These further modify amino
acid residues of the target protein in the vicinity of
the binding site of the dye-labelled antibody. These
modifications typically result in the functional inac-
tivation of the target, which can be monitored in a
relevant biological assay system. CALI has been
developed as a method to determine the in situ
function of proteins in biological processes and has
been extensively tested against a diverse array of
proteins in cellular systems as well as small animal
model organisms22. 

Recent efforts to define the function of drug tar-
get candidates derived from genomics and pro-
teomics approaches have further increased the
potential of CALI by the use of phage displayed
recombinant single-chain Fv (scFv) antibody frag-
ment libraries as an unlimited source of target spe-
cific ligands23. Furthermore, the combination of
CALI with antibody phage display and mass spec-
trometry has generated a powerful forward pro-
teomics screen (XstreamTM) (Figure 2) to identify
novel drug targets validated on the basis of their
functional involvement in a particular disease rele-
vant biological function24. ScFv antibodies specific
for a cellular phenotype of interest (eg diseased or
malignant state) are systematically screened with
CALI for functional hits that convert the diseased
phenotype to normal and are further used to iso-
late and identify the cognate target by immunopre-
cipitation and mass spectrometry, respectively.
Because of their higher specificity and affinity as
well as established immunoprecipitation tech-
niques antibodies have proven to be much more
advantageous in this type of forward proteomics
screens compared to small molecules.

Conclusions
For the pharmaceutical industry the choice of the
right drug for the right target has become a critical
success factor for filling their dwindling drug
pipeline. Genomic and proteomic technologies

have generated a deluge of novel potential drug
targets with little or no functional annotation or
link to a disease relevant phenotype. Since proteins
will remain the most important class of molecules
targeted by pharmacological agents, new technolo-
gies that unravel the complex role of proteins in
normal and diseased phenotypes will play an
increasingly important part in the comprehensive
characterisation and prioritisation of proteins as
drug targets. In addition, advances in the design of
phenotypic screens predictive of human disease in
combination with forward proteomics approaches
will lead to the discovery of novel proteins that are
accessible to therapeutic intervention. 

The loosely defined term ‘target validation’ is in
fact a continuous process and in the extreme case a
target might only be ‘validated’ once a drug has
been proven to be efficacious and safe after several
years of clinical trials. Such retrospective definition
will change as soon as one target validation tech-
nology has demonstrated high predictive value.
However, it is clear that a better understanding of
the physiological function of a target is required
and the crucial link between type of therapeutic
molecule and the appropriate target validation
strategy needs to be better appreciated. Direct pro-
tein modulation strategies will continue to evolve
and may even outperform the impact of genetics on
the drug the discovery process. DDW
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